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As Marmara Group Foundation with our civil society identity we 
welcome your efforts, studies and solutions at local and global level to our 

Corona Days website. Our information pool, Marmara Group Foundation 
Corona Days / Corona Days, is open to your opinions and thoughts as a free 
tribune. We believe that we will win this war together. 
 

Marmara Group Foundation calls out; "Our faith is strong enough to 
beat all kinds of viruses" 

 

Marmara Group Foundation Family addressed the public with the belief that 

we can overcome these difficult days together. 
 

 
 
 

Dr. Akkan Suver 
Marmara Group Foundation 

President  

 

 
We stay at home. 

 

 As the Marmara Group Foundation, we watch with 

appreciation that the humanity struggles against a 

massive trouble in a total mobilization.  

The success of doctors in the fields of health increases our 

reliance in tomorrow. The work of public officials and 

servants strengthen our belief. Responsible people are 

fighting against this trouble in every field all over the world 

as in our country.  

We, as Marmara Group Foundation, are addressing the humanity with 

our civil society identity, with our large family that we have created in our 

country and in the world in the quarter century we left behind: Our belief is 

strong enough to destroy any virus. Our hope is our belief. 

We believe strongly that we will be together on healthy days. 

And we believe that those days are close. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 



Ertuğrul Kumcuoğlu 

Marmara Group Foundation 
Dean  

 

  

Dear Friends, excellences, ladies and gentlemen, a 
common enemy called Covid-19 is causing lots of 
difficulty, harm and even death to us, humans; but I 

believe that humanity depending on its 100 000 year 
experience will overcome and defeat this maleficent 

nuisance. We are ready to do our best do build a better 
world for our children and grandchildren. All the best for 
everyone. 

 
 

Yüksel Çengel 
Marmara Group Foundation 

Vice-President 
 

  
We are faced with an overseas virus that threatens the 

right to life of all humanity. We are facing a brand new 
danger against the thought owners who approach the 
countries one by one with the idea that I can destroy the 

country I want. 
 

A new lifestyle and a new world order is being prepared for those who 
do not invest in scientists, research, development, technology. I believe that 
there is a new way of order which is taken that the old people cannot keep 

up and it will prevent traditional upbringing of children. Likewise someone 
who believes that the older generation is financially a burden and has little 

contribution to science, they find the existences of the elderly as 
meaningless. And again, someone is trying to prepare the children, youth 
and all humanity for the new world order. Countries, people and especially 

scientists should consider this as much as the Corona virus. 
 
 

 
Engin Köklüçınar 

Marmara Group Foundation 
Vice-President 

  

 
The Marmara Group Foundation is an exemplary NGO 
that has set its heart on all people of different cultures and 

beliefs to have the right to live in our world. 
 

With this principle, the 'Corona virus' that surrounds the 
world has carefully followed from the first day and all the 
work of our Ministry of Health, especially, knitted cocoons 

from invisible threads. Victim countries, especially our 
neighbours, shared the suffering of their citizens. 

 

Our sadness is enormous. Just so you know. WE WILL 

DEFEAT THIS VIRUS... 



Ali Rıza Arslan 

Marmara Group Foundation 
Vice-President 

  

   

Esteemed Worldwide Friends of the Marmara Group, 
 

I greet you all respectfully. As the Marmara Group 

Foundation, we are in a rush of how we can contribute to 
this humanitarian struggle during the '' Corona days '' 

where the whole world fights together.  
 

For the last quarter century, under the inspirational leadership of 

President Dr. Akkan Suver, and with the great sacrifices of all our friends, 
we are trying to bring a new perspective with short and long term solutions 

to local and global issues while bringing together many distinguished 
scholars, ministers, prime ministers and presidents of the world, from 
Mongolia to Azerbaijan, from Middle East to the Balkans and to Austria in 

Europe, in Istanbul.  
 
In this historical and extraordinary "Corona days" we have created the 

"MGV Corona Days" web page. 
 

We know that you, our esteemed friends, are trying to find a solution 
to this disaster in your own countries. Our request from you as the 
Foundation is to transfer your work and efforts, thoughts and solution 

suggestions at local and global level to our "MGV Corona Days" web page, 
which is our information pool. We strongly believe that you will support our 

efforts.  
 
It is very obvious that, all paradigms are changing from now on and 

nothing will be the same.  The first example in the history of humanity, 
where all nations fought shoulder to shoulder against a common enemy, 
takes place in 'Corona Days'. We hope that humanity will spend all the 

human and economic resources which has devoted to war, for peace, health 
and security from now on. This is the peak point of our philosophy that '' We 

have to find solutions to the problems of humanity hand in hand, '' as the 
Marmara Foundation for years, and we are aware of the fact that "a recipe 
that is not a solution to the salvation of humanity will not be our personal 

solution". We can consider this disaster as an opportunity to bring all the 
rich, poor, educated, untrained people around an ideal. Our ideal is for 
humanity to live humanely in peace, safety, and health. 

 
In this context, we ask all of our participating friends to share your 

knowledge, experience and thoughts about how we can fight against these 
paradigms that change with the current state of the world tomorrow and the 
other day. In this way, we ensure that our Eurasian Economic Summit, 

which we postponed, continues in the virtual environment, to suppress a 
little bit of the pain of this disaster and compensate for this disaster. We 

know that your vast experience and ideas are very valuable for the peace, 
tranquillity and comfort of humanity and we are waiting for your articles on 
the Marmara Group Foundation Corona Days website. We offer our health 

wishes, greetings and respect to meet face to face as soon as possible. 
 



Cafer Okray  

Marmara Group Foundation 
Secretary General  

 
We find ourselves at a challenging, wearing and unprecedented 
time in which we are individually and communally tested on 

multiple dimensions, while the full scale of the consequences 
remains unforeseeable.   

 
We present our utmost gratitude to the healthcare professionals 
who, as always, are selflessly working on the forefront of this 

battle, and we extend our sincere appreciation to the private and 
public service professionals who are striving to ensure the 

continuation of the established system. 
 

As we wait for the news of a solution from the scientific world, we 

could perhaps use this time to adopt a more questioning, beneficial and 
constructive thought pattern. While we endorse the limitation of flights or 
the restriction of public gatherings and other science-led measures, we 

should feel concerned and abashed at the walls put up, the fingers pointed 
at scapegoats, and the level of ill-communication at a time when what we 

need most is solidarity. Our goal should be collectivism, not individualism, 
humility and not prejudice. The reality which we all recognize but refuse to 
accept is that we can only weather the storm if we come hand in hand. 

 
Within this framework, as the Marmara Group Foundation, we 

acknowledge the task we are entrusted with, and the responsibility we have 
shouldered. Our genuine and invaluable friendships which have flourished 
over the years provide us with the environment of mutual understanding, 

honesty and cooperation which we all need during periods like these. The 
„fellowship‟ bonds which we joyfully praise about in every occasion will shed 
light on the path we are in search of during these dark times. 

  
As a civil society organization, we reiterate our belief that all 

challenges can be overcome through channels of communication, and we 
hope to leave this period behind us very soon. 
 

Lale Aytanç Nalbant  
Marmara Group Foundation 

Executive Board Member 

  

 

We are going through a difficult period that we have never 
experienced before. We are experiencing a crisis that is 
spreading all over the world, questioning the values and systems 

that we know so far. 
 
My belief, my wish is overcoming this crisis with values such as 

love and solidarity in human nature that come to the fore in the 
light of science. 

 
The Marmara Group Foundation with its civil society identity, will 

continue its efforts to create a healthier, safer society in the future together 

with what this crisis has taught us as in the past. 



Müjgan Suver 

                                                                      Marmara Group Foundation 
Chairwomen of EU and Human Rights Platform 

                                                                                                            
 

 

What Corona Make Us Think…? 

The Corona epidemic, which has become the only 

determinant of our lives, seems to change not only today 

but also our future. We have left behind a week full of 

worry and anxiety, but the epidemic continues to climb at 

an increasing pace. We do not know how many weeks with 

full of worry and anxiety will be in front of us, and we will 

not know how many of these uncertainties are going on, 

as we say goodbye to good habits such as shaking hands, hugging, kissing. 

We had to self-quarantine. Now we cannot see the faces of our loved ones. 

We understood the value of friendship better. 

Fortunately, the developing technology gives us the opportunity to 

continue the friendships in the digital environment, even if it is limited to the 

television and internet. But we know that no digital opportunity render 

possible for us to take a coffee in a boulevard café, to have a pleasant 

conversation with friends. Now we understand better that touching, hugging, 

enjoying, is indispensable in our life. 

I don't know how we can endure the weight of living indoors all day, all 

week, and all month. In limited lives, we now understand the indispensable 

value and beauty of freedom. 

We now understand better that an invisible virus can be a disaster not 

only for me, but for you, a nation or even humanity. Neither weapons, tanks 

nor rockets have any benefit anymore. Ambition, success, competition has 

lost the meaning. 

Corona, that invisible little organism, can cross death, and reconstruct 

our lives, by crossing all borders, seas and walls. 

  Even though the world of science, which can end tuberculosis, 

malaria, and plague, is desperate for now, they are our only hope. We know 

that one day they will find the way to overcome. Now we understand the 

value of science and scientists better. We now better understand the value of 

doctors who patiently inform the public in fear and panic, and unselfish self-

sacrificing health workers working day and night. 

People are attacking supermarkets like crazy. The fear, the anxiety to 

continue their lives, turned them into sapiens who could not exceed the 

limits of thinking only themselves. 

The songs fell silent. The masks have fallen. The ego is the only judge. 

The elders are alone in their homes, helpless and lonely. Who will run into 

their lives, who will touch them? How will they continue their lives? 

Now we better understand the indispensability of the social state, 

social solidarity. 



Turan Sarıgülle 

Marmara Group Foundation 
Executive Board Member 

  

 

I believe that the 65-year curfew being implemented in our 
country is correct. I expect from the authorities that this 
practice will include everyone without hesitation in order 

not to encounter a much worse situation. It would be 
wrong to expect that our people under the age of 65 will 

not get this disease.  
 

 

Otherwise, we will waste time. It is inevitable that the free-running 

person will carry this infection to his home, family and relatives. At the 
economic level, the importance of common mind comes to the forefront. 
Especially me! What caught my attention and thought inadequate is that 

authorities, responsible persons and non-governmental organizations are not 
economically sensitive. Some of these institutions can support production 

and employment. In brief, I believe that we can overcome these hard days 
and problems by clamping together. 
 

We must not forget that science will be the reference and the common 
mind will prevail. 
 
 

Atty. Serhat Tabanca 

Marmara Group Foundation 
Executive Board Member 

  

 
We are the children of the same house; we look at the 
world with different eyes; we are sometimes naughty, 

sometimes regretful, sometimes well-behaved but always 
hopeful. Although our colors, languages, and cultures are 

different, we are in this house called world where we 
belong as human beings.  
 

Maybe we have different rivers and mountains, but this 
calamity we faced in our house has once again showed us 

that we are all children of the same house. 
 

With the effect of the Covid-19 virus, which started in China and 
influenced the whole world, the death news from Italy or Iran deeply sadden 

the rest of the world proved to us that we are the children of the same house. 
Nobody hesitates that the Earth will overcome this virus and inherit our 
common feelings and life experiences, albeit with its name is sadness.  
 

We, Marmara Group Foundation's duty will be to protect this heritage. 
Just as our poet Nazım Hikmet stated in his verses; "No, losing hope 

and being blown into the dark. 

Keep in mind! Living under the same sky is a resistance ...” 
 

 
 

 



Sezgin Bilgiç  

Marmara Group Foundation 
Executive Board Member 

  

 

Our civilization, this time faces a virus that makes no 
distinction neither class, economical, nor sexual...  
It is strange that while the world has ignored the peoples 

of tens of countries that have been crushed under hunger 
and misery and cannot live under equal conditions, it has 

declared an emergency in the face of this calamity that 
does not make any wealthy-needy distinction. The whole 
world is fighting shoulder-to-shoulder in solidarity against 

an invisible microorganism that has uncovered the real 
humanity phenomenon that has not been fully realized by 

world religions for thousands of years in thirty days. 
 

Imagine such a trouble that you cannot escape from it, even if you give 
billions, you cannot escape from being contaminated. Such a trouble that if 

you are contaminated and even heal, your body may never be the same. It is 
such a misfortune that when you come home you can prevent your children 
from hugging. 
 

But humanity survived many crisis with unity and solidarity. 
 

As a member of a foundation that has set its hearts on civil society 
and has shared the idea that prosperity can be shared with people through 

dialogue, and that has been in contact with every country in the world for a 
quarter century, I strongly believe that this big problem will be overcome in a 
very short time. The whole world is fighting for the same purpose. 

 
Our civilization is strong and does its part with full determination. 

 
Our state's rapid response to the events and its approach to its 

citizens are our source of courage and pride. We observe the zealously efforts 

of our civil servants who perform their duty devotedly in every disaster or 
calamity, we are grateful and proud of them. 

The fact that our citizens act with high responsibility increases our 
belief. 

The state and the nation act as a whole. 

However, it should not be forgotten that every problem is a teaching. 
When this storm ceases, a more serene, more humane, more peaceful, more 
sharing life can be possible with what it taught both to the east and to the 

west... 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Sevil Kulak 

Marmara Group Foundation 
Chief Assistant of the Presidency 

  
 

I appreciate the fight against the Corona virus, which the whole 
world struggles with. Medical teams are fighting with hearth and 

soul both in my country and in the world. 
In this process, I believe that the human world will come out of 
this war successfully without loss of much lives in collaboration, 

both in my country and abroad. 
We will continue our efforts and struggle without being detached 

from life without break off the relation with our friends in the 
world, by doing what we have to do in a national unity all out. 
And we will continue where we left off. 

 
 

Prof. Dr. Ahmet Samsunlu 

Former Minister  

                                    Marmara Group Foundation Board of Trustees Member 

 

Dear Mr. Akkan, I have read your welcoming lines which is full 

of fidelity and love. As foundation members, I would like to 

share that our president and all Foundation officials are with 

us, which gives us moral support. I greet you, my dear lady, 

and the Foundation members with the hope that all of you, our 

people and the people of the world will have a healthy day. 

 

 

        Göksel Bilgiç  

Marmara Group Foundation  
Board of Trustees Member 

 

To New Times 

The humankind has took various examinations throughout 

his life. Sometimes these exams were challenging and 

difficult. The exams brought new experiences, and nurtured 

their point of view and lifestyle. Difficult and tough tests 

have always been the harbinger of new and positive results. 

Sometimes the humankind gives his exams as a society, just 

like today. He has acquired his experience and knowledge as 

a community. Humanity will begin new days, new times as different but 

more environmentally friendly, different but more productive, different but 

more tolerant. Every victory versus the exams will be crowned with new 

perspectives and lifestyles. 

Our whole world has the power to pass this difficult test. I wish to 

reach new times together with health… 



Necdet Timur 

Retd. Full General  
Marmara Group Foundation Board of Trustees Member 

 

The world has been time to time subjected to some epidemic 

diseases, which have different consequences, fought with its 

results, and faced the changes it created. As a matter of 

fact, our world has been affected by H1N1 which 

contaminated 20% of our world population. Hundreds of 

thousands of people died. Very important experiences were 

gained. 

In 1946, Albert Camus wrote in his novel "The Plague": "People were 

desperate against the rapidly spreading disease that ending many lives and 

doctors couldn't find a medication." 

We are now facing the Coronavirus (COVID-19)… Sooner or later, 

world has declared mobilization. Let's recall briefly: 

On the last day of last year, China made its first announcement to the 

World Health Organization about the COVID-19 outbreak. Following this, we 

heard that on 20 January 2020 he took the precaution that kept everyone in 

their home in Wuhan. On March 11, 2020, it was announced that the 

epidemic reached its peak, but the number of patients and deaths began to 

decrease by applying very strict quarantine conditions. However, the 

epidemic jumped from Asia to Europe, and its epicenter became Europe. 

Scientists say it will take a while longer for the outbreak to disappear despite 

it is slowing down. 

Although our country is not prepared for such an epidemic, our 

executives took effective measures before it was late: the Scientific Board 

was formed and started its studies. The Minister of Health transparently 

announces the 24-hour balance sheet. Our government takes its social and 

economic measures one after another so that the epidemic does not turn into 

a crisis. If our citizens comply with the announced measures, we can get 

good results like South Korea, Japan and Singapore. 

Let's not fall into the trap of those who make pessimistic comments. 

Despite our shortcomings, I hope we will not experience what happened to 

Italy. As for some changes that may come to mind, which are partially 

confronted: There are signs that health is treated with a publicist approach, 

just like education, and that the planned mixed economy is being discussed 

again. In such epidemic periods, for the measures to be effective, the state 

needs to act like a “Parens Patriae”. We also see that globalization is clogged, 

every country closes its borders instead of solidarity, protects itself and faces 

the survival problem. All states, including our state, take the social economic 

security measures one after another by undertaking the identity of “Parens 

Patriae”. Apparently, capitalism will be replaced by the planned publicist 

mixed economy in the near future. 

Please take care not to spoil our unity and solidarity. 



Ahmet Polat 

Marmara Group Foundation  
Board of Trustees Member 

 

I would like to express my gratitude to your President Mr. 

Akkan Suver and to you, Mrs. Sevil Kulak, for having 

established such a communication and including us in 

this network. In such a case, you have shown once again 

how sensitive our Foundation is. All doors closed and our 

exports stopped. Hopefully this situation will not last long. 

First of all, let our state survive hale and hearty. If the 

state exists, we also exist. I think the most important is: 

After the corona virus crisis has passed we all have to give a new direction to 

our lives and jobs. 

 As the state and nation, we should also review our priorities. We 

should question our education and health budgets again as state and 

nation. 

 This should be the developed society; Germany seems to overcome 

this crisis in a very short time. And it stopped spreading with the measures 

it took and being a conscious society.  

Yours truly… 

Murat Ali 

Marmara Group Foundation  
Youth Platform Member 

 

The modern human is facing the biggest crisis of the 21st 

century, such a crisis that if a couple of months ago, one 

said to us that without any war, the borders will be 

closed, planes will not take off, people will not be able to 

go out. Today, however, all people are clamped and 

fighting against an invisible enemy. I hope that this unity 

of humanity continues in crises that may occur after the 

epidemic. 

Prof. Dr. Erman Bülent Tuncer 

Marmara Group Foundation  

Board of Trustees Member 
 

 

Distinguished Members of the Marmara Group, 

Humanity is in great trouble. Every disease has medicine 

except death. Hopefully, the medicine of this dangerous 

virus will be found as soon as possible. We will take both 

protective measures and do not panic. The Health 

Science Board consists of valuable doctors. If we take 

their advice, we can defeat this virus with less loss. 

However, there is no need to be a predictor to say that the 

virus scourge will cause a serious economic crisis. 



Prof. Dr. Ali Bardakoğlu 

Republic of Turkey  
President of Religious Affairs (2003-2010) 

 
Dear Dr. Akkan Suver 

President of Marmara Group Foundation 

In these corona days, when all humanity went through a tough 

test, we had the opportunity to rediscover many values that we 

did not care about in normal times, and to realize how 

meaningful the small and temporary interests that we care so 

much and go at it hammer and tongs.  

On this occasion, we understood that we have value as a 

human being as long as we can act responsibly towards the Supreme Creator, 

nature, ourselves, our immediate surroundings, our country and all humanity. 

Of course, science and wisdom will produce a cure for a virus that can be 

seen with a microscope to capture the world. God's justice of the earth depends 

on the understanding of the cause-effect relationship of man and the guidance 

of science and reason in the world affairs, the metaphysical and spiritual 

consciousness given by religion in his relations with the Creator, and the 

dominance of morality and virtue in the relationships between people. As we do 

all this, we know that we can only deal with such a global problem in solidarity 

and cooperation without forgetting our weakness and limitation. 

With these feelings and thoughts, I sincerely wish all the best for precious 

and leading members and friends of the Marmara Group Foundation. 

Wang Chao 

President of Chinese People’s Institute for Foreign Affairs 
 

Dear Dr. Akkan Suver, 

I noticed that the COVID-19 is developing quite rapidly in 

Turkey recently. I‟m very much concerned about it and would 

like to, on behalf of the Chinese People‟s Institute of Foreign 

Affairs (CPIFA) and in my own name, express our sincere 

sympathy and solidarity to you. 

Since the outbreak of the epidemic in China, under the strong 

leadership of President Xi Jinping and the Chinese 

government, the Chinese people have stood up to fight against the epidemic. We 

have also received heart-felt sympathy, support and assistance from many 

countries and friends all over the world including your country, which we really 

appreciate and will always bear in mind. We truly feel for Turkey as you see the 

epidemic spreading in the country. 

Under the current situation, with the rapid spread of COVID-19 globally, 

it is of vital importance for nations to cooperate to deal with the public health 

crisis. Please be assured that at this hard moment, we stand firmly with you 

and will work together with you to combat the difficulties. I believe that the 

Turkish people will be able to overcome this great challenge and win the battle 

against the COVID-19 finally, and the relations between our two organizations 

will be further developed. 

I hope the pandemic will end soon. 

With my warm regards… 



Tamer Atalay 

Romania Turkey Commerce and Industry Chamber Board President  

 

We are experiencing the dark days when the Creator of 

the universe tests humanity with a virus that is hard to 

detect even with a microscope. I believe that with His 

spiritual strength and will, humanity will find a solution 

to the Covid-19 disaster that he is currently fighting and 

bring light to the world in this period when scientists 

from all over the world are struggling to find a solution to 

his problem. Let‟s take part in this struggle by obeying 

the rules that countries have set to protect their people 

and by staying at home. 

 

Baha Afaneh 

Marmara Group Foundation Volunteer 
Kazancioglu Muhendislik Export Manager (Jordan) 

 

Everyone has a story to tell in the light of this 

dangerous Corona virus time. What is important to 

remember is that you should be strong and optimistic 

especially now. I know it is not easy for some. But if you 

are strong, it will be your duty to encourage others and 

give them strength and hope.  

I guess it has been said globally that you need to stay 

away from infected people and should pay more 

attention to your hygiene stating by washing your hands 

with soap regularly.  

As a matter of fact, these instructions are nothing new to us. We were 

taught these things when we were kids, but somehow we failed to follow 

them through. Some countries have already applied harsh measures by 

declaring full or partial curfew. Although personally I would go for full curfew 

to fully avoid contact between people until the disinfection operations are 

concluded.     

It is true that people die from hunger much more than they do from 

the Corona virus and it is a sad thing to think that most humans globally 

are not doing anything to relieve the hunger compared to what they are 

doing to fight this virus. However, there is a lesson to be learnt from the 

different ordeals. 

I totally support Marmara Group‟s Corona Day initiative and hope 

from the bottom of my heart that this initiative will be a kick-start for global 

and eternal solidarity.  

 

 

 

 



Edita Kalajdžić 

                                             Bosnia Herzegovina Secretary of the Government  

 

Dear Dr. Suver, 

Getting news about Corona Days was worrying for me. 

It was indeed, a very thoughtful idea of the Marmara Group 

Foundation to launch Marmara Group Foundation Corona 
Days web page. It will be really helpful in the tormented 
days and regrettably, months ahead. 

While I hope that this menace to entire humanity will end 

soon, I congratulate the Marmara Group Foundation, which gave us this 
opportunity, and express my best wishes. 

With best regards… 

                                                                                       Prof.Dr.Halid Niyazov 

Azerbaijani Journalist/Academician 

 

There have always been maqams that have brought people 

together in history. Issues related to geopolitics and defense 
do not go beyond the national interest and stability of each 
state. However, "wars" which have biological origins have 

brought all the states of the world together because, they 
are the problem of all mankind. 
The coronavirus is also a global biological threat, because 

its main purpose is to inflict human life on the world. 
We, the Azerbaijani Turks, have such a proverb - it is a 

wedding that comes by hand. Although we do not call the coronavirus a 
"wedding" now, it is very important for people to stand hand in hand, to 
help, to share, and to mobilize their strength. The main purpose and concern 

of every individual living under the same roof today is to be protected from 
the coronavirus outbreak, to be more sensitive in these periods so that the 

disease does not spread to others, to follow the hygienic rules as much as 
possible, and to show solidarity. 

In the meantime, our doctors struggling for our people, the devoted 

medical staff of the hospitals, our journalist friends informing the society, 
and every citizen who has a contribution in the fight against the virus 
deserves great gratitude and thanks to all of us. 

The state of Azerbaijan has taken necessary measures against global 
biohazard. The commission allocated in the Prime Ministry expands its field 

of activity every day. 
Because experience shows that the main and overcoming condition of 

effective struggle with calamities such as infectious diseases is the 

synchronization of the strength of the state and society and reconciliation 
with one another. Unless there is such a compromise, even if billions are 
spent, the chance of achieving the expected result cannot be very high. 

Take care, take the necessary precautions to protect against the virus, 
follow personal hygienic rules and always follow the government's 

suggestions and instructions in the concept of combating the epidemic. 
Take good care of yourself! 
I offer my respects.  

         With best wishes to Marmara Group family…  
 
 



 
 

Ambassador Ou Boqian 

Chinese People’s Institute of Foreign Affairs Vice President  

 

Dear Dr. Akkan Suver, 

I noticed that COVID-19 is developing quite rapidly in 

Turkey recently. I am very much concerned about it and 

would like to, express our sincere sympathy and solidarity to 

you. 

Since the outbreak of the epidemic in China, the Chinese 

government under the strong leadership of President Xi 

Jinping has put people‟s life and health first to mobilize the 

whole nation, set up collective control and treatment mechanisms and acted 

with openness and transparency. Now the situation in China is moving 

steadily in a positive direction. Life and work quickly returning to normal. 

Yet, there is no way we will lower our guard or relax control, since the victory 

over the Virus could only be achieved through the joint efforts by each and 

every nation in the world.  

It is of vital importance for nations to cooperate to safeguard public 

health security. We have received heartfelt sympathy, support, and 

assistance from many countries and friends all over the world including your 

country, which we really appreciate and will always bear in mind. I believe 

that the Turkish people will be able to overcome this challenge and win the 

battle against the COVID-19 finally. I hope wholeheartedly that you would 

protect yourself and your family well from the pandemic.  

I still remember our in-depth discussion on issues of common concern 

during my visit to Istanbul. I hope the relations between our two 

organizations will be further developed and we will meet again either in 

Beijing or in Istanbul in the near future. 

 

Li Zhiqiang  
Sichuan University 

Executive Vice Dean, School of International Studies 

 

H.E. Dr. Akkan Suver,  

Thank you very much for your letter.  The coronavirus 

pandemic is the common enemy of our international 

community. We must work closely to control the virus. I‟m 

sure your esteemed foundation will make a significant 

contribution to your people and the world. I wish you, your 

family, and friends will stay safe and we look forward to 

meeting with your foundation shortly after this pandemic. 

      Best regards… 

 

 



 
Ambassador Dr. Dagva TSAKHILGAAN 

Secretary-General & CEO of World Mongolian's Convention 

 

Dear friend, my warmest greetings to you and your staff. I am 

in Canada and have no idea when I am going back to 

Mongolia. All international flights from Vancouver and from 

Seoul to Mongolia were canceled because of COVID-19. 

I received all your information regarding the coming meetings 

and I would like to thank you for all that you have done for 

Euro-Asian Economic Summit, which, as I understood, will be held on July 

7-9, 2020. 

I also support your initiative on launching a special web-page which 

would allow us to exchange our views on the current situation regarding the 

global outbreak of the virus. 

I hope and believe that all countries, governments, and communities 

would unite their efforts to fight this common threat to the whole of 

mankind.   

All the best to you and to your best half - Mrs. Müjgan Suver and I 

wishing you good health to all of you. Stay safe and be blessed.  

Yours truly… 

 

Leonardo Manzari 
Director of European Institute for the EurAsian Dialogue 

Policies, Studies, Relations (EIEAD) 

 

Dear Mr. President Akkan Suver, 

Thank you very much for Your letter and for the opportunity 

of dialogue, proposed through the dedicated section on 

Marmara Foundation's website. 

We shall keep in touch during next months, till the Summit 

in July, in order to increase exchange and networking 

opportunities, through virtual/digital channels also as a preparation of 

direct meetings. 

Looking forward at meeting You soon, 

Kind regards… 
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